
Hi, 
welcome to our quick guide 
to buying translation

At the end of this guide you will have:

    the best value fr roject.

To get started, click on the arrow...
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What do you need to translate?
Is it a brochure, website, technical, legal 
or financial documents?

Step 1

  Choose your text
carefully, make sure 
only the text that is 
relevant to the target 
  market is translated 
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Step 2

Who is the target audience?

Consumers, businesses, trade specialists, 
scientists, engineers, young adults, children.

      Understanding
  your target audience
allows us to select  
writers who are best 
suited to that specific 
    market
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Languages change quickly. New words and concepts are adopted 
on a daily basis. To ensure that your translation is up to date, 
we only work with traslators who are based in the target market.
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Step 3

add another language

Arabic

Bengali

Danish

English (as second lang.)

English (UK)

English (US)

Flemish

What languages?

How many words do you want translated?
(This can be approximate)

Words

Lines

Characters

number

     If you need 
translation into English,
do you need English for

   native UK or US speakers 
or for a market that 
  reads English as a 
     second language?     
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Managing a translation project is a time-consuming process.
A successful project usually involves the following stages

Being organised is not an ‘extra’. Good project management it is an essential part 
of getting translation right. We include full project management in our translation price.

Why use an agency?

Two reasons: Quality Control and 
  Project Management

 

 

 Chasing translation and delay management (when needed)

 Content checks, spelling, grammar, style consistency of terminology

 Changes are part of the process. We make sure all changes are
 implemented consistently and logged for next time.

 
 we update it with approved translations at the end of every project 

 Applying them efficiently, accross all languages with minimal disruption

 Keeping track of the latest version at all times no matter how many
 editors are involved.

 Getting the final sign off from the neccessary individuals 
 for each language, politely, efficiently and on time. 
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Step 4

Do you have someone who can edit or
proofread the translation internally?

Would you like the translation 
independently edited / proofread?

    We can liaise 
directly with your 
sign-off agent to get the 
copy approved. Working 
this way reduces your 
   translation costs
     

     

   A second pair of eyes 
 is always useful. If you 
don’t have a sign-off 
 agent, we can organise 
  independent editors 
     and proofreaders 
           for you
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Step 5

How quickly do you need the translation?

   The rule of thumb is
to allow a day for 1200
words of translation. 
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Step 5

How quickly do you need the translation?

   The rule of thumb is
to allow a day for 1200
words of translation. 
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Alert!
The time span you have entered is too short
for a quality translation. To provide a translation 
within this time frame it would need to be split 
between a number of translators.

This is an expesive option and does not achieve
the best results.

If you can, please adjust your schedule to allow
sufficient time for translation.
You can enter a new date here

If you MUST have your translation within this time
and the schedule cannot be changed please leave 
the above box blank and continue to step 6
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Step 6

Our TM (translation memory) remembers every word 
we translate for you and any change that is inserted
This means that each translation benefits from the last. 
As the translation memory gets bigger, so do the 
TM discounts. 

For more info on this, click here to open a new 
info window you can print off or read later.

…

TM management is included in our cost for translation
and discounts are automatically applied to every job.

TM

If you would like us to analyse your files for repetition discounts
please upload them here
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Step 7

Translation only estimate

We now have everything we need to provide
a  translation-only estimate. If you would like to have
your translations typeset, our in-house DTP team 
can do this for you, maintaining your corporate style 
and following the typographical conventions of 
each language.

[Some of the languages you have selected 
may require additional language support or
will need specialist typesetting.]

If you would like a price for typesetting click the arrow.
At the end your estimate will have translation costs and 
typesetting costs fully itemised. 
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DTP
DTP (Desk Top Publishing) is the process of 
creating and preparing layouts for print or web 
in specific industry standard formats.

If you already have an English layout, we would
flow the translation into that layout making sure that
the typographical rules for each language are correct
and ensuring that all work is consistent in style to the
original.

Please choose below if you will need DTP for;

PRINT
or

WEB
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Step 9

WEB

Please enter the URL of the website and we will
take a look and provide a price based on the site itself

Every web site is different. Costs for localisation 
depends on how a website has been made, the size 
of the site and what features it has. For a basic cost, 
please fill in the details below.

No of pages

Is the site mostly

 Dynamic text
 (text is hosted in external databases)

 Static text
 (text is physically built into each page)

 Flash based
 (Site is mostly created in Flash)

 HTML based
 (Site is mostly created in HTML)

To get the best price, we may need contact you 
with some specific questions about your site
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Step 9

PRINT
How many pages in total?

As a guite to the general page layout,  please drag 
and drop the ticks below onto the page icons that 
best represent your layout. Use the biggest tick for 
the highest proportion of pages. 

Plain text            Columns/pics          Columns/charts       Columns/tables         Pics/captions          Blank/pic page

If you have a sample of the layout, please send it 
using the upload button below.

          Translations 
    can be over 30%
 longer than the original. 
When designing layouts
for multiple languages, 

 it is best to build room 
     into the layout for 
          text expansion. 
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Step 10

An instant estimate now

A detailed analysis of the supplied files
(if any have been supplied)

Both! An instant guide price now, followed by
a confirmed price based on the supplied files.

Quote options, please tick

Please enter an email to send detailed quote to: 

Don’t worry, we wont keep your address, we just need somewhere to send your estimate
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Here is your price estimate:

Translation
Languages (rate based on source text)
French  £206
German  £206
Bengali  £180
Gujarati  £180

Project management Included

TM management Included

Proofreading Included

Sign-off agent Client side 

Discounts  5% volume discount
  5% multi-language discount

Typesetting
Pages  8 x vari-pages £60

Pre-press  Included

Special  £40 - Interactive PDF
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Price comparison checklist  (10 commandments?)

One of the key challenges for any translation buyer
is getting like-for-like quotations. Each agency has its
own way of charging for translation, the resulting prices can
be confusing. 

1. Ignore the rate per word. It’s meaningless.
What matters is whether the rate is based on the source text or the target text, this is because of language expansion.
Translations expand by as much as 30%. If a rate is based on the source text, the word count is fixed and costs will not change. 
If a rate is based on the target text the cost will increase as the translation expands, so you never know the true cost 
until the end of the project. Target based costing usually looks cheap but works out more expensive. 

2. Is the translator experienced and qualified to translate in your subject area?
It is important to ensure that the person doing the actual translation is a professional if you want good results.

3. Is the translator a native speaker based in the target market?
The best translations come from professionals who live within the market. 

4. Is the translator using Trados another translation memory (TM) tool?
Using TM tools improves consistency across documents and when managed properly, will reduce your translation 
cost over time by identifying text that has already been translated.

5. Is TM managment included?
Managing a TM database is an essential part of the ongoing translation process. Once a translation is approved, 
all amends and approved terminology need to be updated in the memory, so they can be incorporated into the next translation.

6. Are TM discounts passed on?
By identifying repeat text with the TM, translation becomes cheaper. Are these savings passed on to you?

7. Is project management included?
Managing amends and author’s corrections for each language, document versioning and achieving final sign-off 
are all time-consuming processes. Some will see these as a separate and chargeable.

8. What is the quality control process?
What steps are taken to ensure the text is correct and free from errors before delivery to you?

9. Do you get a dedicated account manager?
A single point of contact who looks after all of your projects and is aware of previous jobs and all requirements.

10. Post translation support
A project rarely ends with translation. Is there support available for technical issues, such as Arabic displaying correctly 
in your website or Chinese in your brochure?
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